harveymaria.com
Our samples are cut from larger tiles and colours can vary slightly from batch to batch.
* Lifetime Residential Warranty - terms and conditions apply. See our website for details
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The Design Series

Design Series

Stylish
Flooring for
Modern Homes
We believe that beautiful flooring is at the
heart of great interior design and the hallmark
of successful renovation projects. Our Design
Series has been created to bring warmth and
style to your home. Showcasing exclusive
patterns and classic chequerboard with Heritage
Colours, we celebrate the work of some of
Britain’s most popular designers.

Go to harveymaria.com to find your
nearest retailer or shop online

Harvey Maria approved retailers will supply
and provide an expert fitting service.
2
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Design Series

Made to last
a Lifetime
With pioneering spirit and a passion
for great design we have been creating
beautiful floors for stylish homes and
businesses for over 25 years.

It all began in a bedroom in
London, together with a live-wire
dog called Harvey. Our unique
floor tiles quickly established
Harvey Maria’s reputation for
individual and innovative design,
with loyal customers travelling
to the house to collect their new
floors. It’s fair to say that we’ve
moved on a bit since those days,
with people all over the world
choosing Harvey Maria flooring
for their homes and projects.
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Design Series

Design Series

The
low-down
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Sustainability

We are passionate about creating
floors that stand up to the demands
of modern home life - form, function,
warmth and acoustics. There are
plenty of great reasons why these
designs are perfect for your home
or project, so here’s the techy bit…

The outstanding quality of all Harvey
Maria flooring makes it highly durable
and long-lasting, which means it
becomes a more sustainable choice.
They are very easy to clean and
maintain needing little water and no
harmful chemicals. All Harvey Maria
floors are fully recyclable.

4

1

Durable
Our floors are
incredibly robust
and easy to
maintain. This
makes them
suitable for
commercial use.

6

Warranty

2

3

Waterproof &
Slip Resistant

Underfloor
Heating

The tiles butt up tightly together
and Harvey Maria adhesive creates
a watertight bond. They are
completely waterproof and slip
resistant, so perfect for bathrooms
and kitchens.

All Harvey Maria floors
are suitable for use with
underfloor heating. Please
check our fitting guides.

The Design Series is supplied
with a Lifetime Residential
Warranty. For more information
please visit our website or talk
to your retailer.

harveymaria.com
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Design Series

Create your own style
We’re obsessed with pattern and colour & love nothing
better than discovering which trends will influence and
inspire our home style, and renovation projects this year!
Free samples are a great way to see how our tiles work with
the light and space in your rooms, but we’re always on hand
to help guide you through our many collections, so do get
in touch. Our online Room Visualiser is a brilliant tool which
shows how each design looks in different rooms & you can
also follow our Instagram feed for daily inspiration!
A chic patterned floor has long been a classic design
feature, but is now a trend at the forefront of modern
interior design which looks set to stay. We’ve been really
excited to introduce two brand new collections this year Northmore & Pattern by Dee Hardwicke, which have been
hugely inspired by mid 19th century encaustic floor tiles.
From rich heritage colour pigments, contemporary earth
tones to easy neutrals, we hope that you find a design that
complements your own palette and style.

8
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Design Series

Harvey Maria

Northmore
19th century encaustic floor tiles form the
inspiration behind Northmore - a brand new
collection that blends unique decorative
pattern, heritage colour pigment and authentic
patina. We have reinterpreted these stylish
and prestigious Victorian floor tiles to create
a collection that stands up to the demands of
modern home life, with a beautifully natural
palette that will enhance both traditional and
contemporary interiors.

LEFT - Northmore
Waterhouse Blue

Ask your retailer or go to
harveymaria.com to order
your free samples
harveymaria.com
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Design Series

The collection

WATERHOUSE BLUE

Design Series

RIGHT Northmore Sable Black
BELOW Northmore Soapstone

Northmore
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5mm

PEMBROKE SLATE

SABLE BLACK

SOAPSTONE

MORTAR

FIRED TERRACOTTA

12
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Harvey Maria +

Neisha Crosland
Our exclusive collaborations have led to us working
with some of the biggest names in British design...
Neisha Crosland is an awardwinning British surface pattern
designer who has been propelled
to the forefront of UK design by
innovative pattern and production
techniques. Neisha is widely
recognised for her contributions
to textiles and surface pattern.

14

Her work has been used by
top decorators in fashionable
restaurants, hotels and private
homes around the world, and
by Art directors for fashion
campaigns and film sets. Her work
is archived at the Victoria & Albert
Museum and Geffrye Museum.

harveymaria.com
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Neisha Crosland

Dovetail
Inspired by marble & stone inlay floors as
seen in Roman and Renaissance Italy, this
bestselling collection creates a clean, modern
aesthetic, whilst still resonating with the
classic style of ancient Rome. Neisha has
given traditional flooring a modern lift with
Dovetail’s graphic pattern design, now with
two brand new colourways to enhance a
heritage palette. These tiles work brilliantly in
kitchens, bathrooms, hallways, boot rooms,
the list goes on...

LEFT - Dovetail
French Clay

harveymaria.com
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Design Series

RIGHT Dovetail Flax
BELOW Dovetail Oxford Blue

The collection

INK BLACK

Dovetail
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

OXFORD BLUE
NEW COLOUR

LAVASTONE

FRENCH CLAY
NEW COLOUR

OCHRE

BURNT COPPER

FLAX

18
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Neisha Crosland

Parquet
Neisha’s award-winning Parquet design was
her first collaboration with Harvey Maria and
is now a firm favourite with architects and
interior designers worldwide. This striking
geometric pattern is a perfect blend of
classic and contemporary design - perfect
for bathrooms and garden rooms.

LEFT - Parquet
Charcoal

harveymaria.com
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Design Series

RIGHT Parquet Stone
BELOW Parquet Charcoal
and Premium Wood
Lamp Wood

The collection

Parquet
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

CHARCOAL

EGGSHELL

SAGE

SKY BLUE

STONE

RED OXIDE

THISTLE GREY

MIMOSA

22
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Design Series

LEFT Check Blue

The collection
NEW COLOUR

Neisha Crosland

Check

BLUE

SLATE

Drawing inspiration from classic
flooring design, Check features a bold
symmetrical print which, when laid,
cleverly transforms into a distinctive
diamond motif. The timeless pattern
enhances both traditional and more
contemporary homes. Two new
colourways bring the collection right
up to date - we love Blue, a modern,
chalky tone that works beautifully in
a kitchen or pantry.

GRAPHITE
NEW COLOUR

SHADOW

CAMOMILE

Check
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

FLINT

harveymaria.com
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Harvey Maria +

Dee Hardwicke
Celebrated artist and designer with a rich and
diverse portfolio. Dee is inspired by her love
of the British landscape and steeped in the
artisan tradition of the Arts & Crafts movement.
Her work now encompasses everything from
designing beautiful chinaware, rugs and
stationery for partners including the National
Trust. Dee is a passionate believer in making
joyful, accessible pieces which add a welcome
splash of colour to everyday life.

Background is MSeries Natural Plank Tawn.
Pattern by Dee Hardwicke tiles shown here are
samples, true tile size shown on page 29.

26
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LEFT - Pattern
Larkspur

Dee Hardwicke

Pattern

The collection

LARKSPUR

Our most recent collaboration with
celebrated designer Dee Hardwicke
– adapted from an original ceramic
illustration, these beautiful tiles create
a casual, rustic warmth in both modern
and traditional interiors.
“It’s a lovely way of being able to enjoy
a little bit of the natural world whether
you live in the city or the countryside”
Dee Hardwicke, Designer.

WARM TERRACOTTA

MEADOW GREEN

ASHEN

Pattern
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5mm

harveymaria.com
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Dee Hardwicke

Lattice
Inspired by the rhythmic delicacy
of scattered petals, Lattice is one
of our most loved collections. The
design replicates Dee’s hand-painted
style in a palette of contemporary
organic shades. This versatile pattern
complements a range of interior styles
and is perfect for bathrooms, kitchens
and garden rooms.

LEFT - Lattice
Seedpod

harveymaria.com
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Design Series

RIGHT Lattice Storm
BELOW Lattice Mist

Lattice
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

The collection

TARN

STORM GREY

PEAR TREE GREEN

HELLEBORE

SEEDPOD

CORNFLOWER BLUE

MIST

PEBBLE GREY

32
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RIGHT Squares Linen
White & Squares
Stove Black

The collection

Use classic chequerboard
flooring to enhance bold
wallpaper. Try our online
Room Visualiser to see how
you can lay the tiles differently.

Heritage Colours

Squares

LINEN WHITE

STOVE BLACK

A contemporary collection of classic
colours in a choice of sizes.
The gentle micro-bevelled edge
creates subtle definition.
Heritage Squares is ideal for creating
a timeless chequerboard pattern perfect for both vintage-inspired or
classic interiors.

BAY BLUE

Heritage Colours - Squares
Pack coverage: 1.25 sqm
Full tile size: 22.8cm x 22.8cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

34

Photography courtesy of Little Greene.
Wallpaper: Pomegranate - Prophet

Design Series

Design Series

LEFT - Little Bricks
Forget-Me-Not

Go to harveymaria.com
to learn more about
Laying Patterns

Heritage Colours

Little
Bricks

The collection

PUMICE

STEEL

The Little Bricks palette contains
three contemporary and stylish
colours. Their size and shape
means they are incredibly versatile
- they look just as great on their
own or combined with one of
our Design Series or Woods as a
border or zoned area. Try different
laying patterns such as basket
weave or herringbone to reflect
current tile trends.

FORGET-ME-NOT

Heritage Colours - Little Bricks
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm
Full tile size: 15.2cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm

harveymaria.com
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Zoning &
feature strips

RIGHT - Dovetail
Lavastone and
MSeries Natural
Plank Highland with
Chestnut Brown
Feature Strip

Create your own style by adding
texture and pattern
Creating Zones
Harvey Maria Design Series
complements our wood collections
beautifully. Many of our customers
have created a unique space using
the woods to border or complement
one of our striking patterns. This
type of zoning and defining of
areas works perfectly with modern
open plan living - you can create
a breakfast nook, cooking area or
family play space.

Feature Strips
Our design feature strips will add
a touch of refinement - use light
or dark wood strips to create the
appearance of elegant veneer inlays
to border your parquet wood floor.
They can also be used to create a
more rustic plank effect by adding
depth and texture.

Choose from 3 different colours to enhance your chosen plank design.
CHESTNUT BROWN (3.4mm width, 25 linear metres per pack)
LIGHT OAK (5mm width, 25 linear metres per pack)
DARK OAK (5mm width, 25 linear metres per pack)
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Authentic
Wood & Stone

Design Series

RIGHT - Parquet
Limed Oak

The collection

LAMP WOOD

WALNUT

CHURCH PINE

SAWN OAK

RECLAIMED PINE

FUMED
ENGLISH OAK

PORTOBELLO
OAK

NATURAL OAK

LIMED OAK

SUSSEX OAK

COUNTY OAK
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Premium
Wood &
Parquet
Our beautifully authentic Premium Wood collection
is unique because of it’s incredibly realistic and hardwearing finish - boasting outstanding practicality without
compromising on style. The planks have an extremely
high spec wear layer of 0.7mm which means they are
extremely robust and are often chosen for commercial or
high footfall areas. Designed as standard planks with a
bevelled edge, for an authentic finish, and a selection of
designs also available in smaller parquet blocks.

Plank Church Pine
15.2cm x 91.4cm
Wear layer: 0.7mm
Bevelled edge
Overall thickness: 2.5mm

Parquet Limed Oak
7.62cm x 22.86cm
Wear layer: 0.7mm
Bevelled edge
Overall thickness: 2.5mm
harveymaria.com
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Authentic
Wood & Stone

Design Series

LEFT - Natural Plank Cove
BELOW - left to right - Natural
Plank Tawn, Selected Woods
Weathered, Parquet White Oak

Recognised for its
low impact on the
environment, both
indoors & out

MSeries
Introducing our Master Craftsman Series
of authentic wood planks - a collection of
beautifully hand-crafted designs with ultrarealistic wood grain textures. The unique
matt, tactile finish means that they look
and feel like real wood, but are massively
practical, durable and sustainable.

harveymaria.com
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Authentic
Wood & Stone

RIGHT Natural Stone
with Feature
Strip Dark Grey

The collection

CAMBRIAN

JURASSIC

PORTLAND

Check in store or online
for Organics Design & our
range of Feature Strips

Organics
Organics Stone gives a natural stone
aesthetic, perfect for creating modern
rustic styling. A classic design for
your kitchen, bathroom or bootroom,
the collection is available in a gentle
palette of natural shades. Add feature
strips between the tiles to give the
appearance of traditional flagstones,
you can see how the four different
colours look on our online Room
Visualiser - Cool Grey, Warm Grey,
Dark Grey & Calico.

NATURAL

Organics
Pack coverage: 2.23 sqm
Full tile size: 30.5cm x 45.7cm
Overall thickness: 2.5 mm
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1

Free samples
To help you choose the right design for your
home or project, simply go to harveymaria.com
to order your free samples. This will give you
the chance to see how the design works with
the light in your space and provide a true
representation of texture, colour and pattern.

2

Inspiration

Try our online
Room
Visualiser

Visit our website to try
out our brand new Room
Visualiser - you can view
designs in all colours in
different rooms. For more
inspiration, style ideas and
tips please visit our online
inspiration pages and brand
new blog. Follow our social
channels for customer
pictures, renovation ideas
and updates on new
collections and promotions.
harveymaria
hmflooring
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Design Series

3

Fitting & Care

Go to harveymaria.com
to find all technical
and fitting guides

FITTING
A trained fitter will always produce the best results, so ask
your retailer about their expert fitting service. Detailed
fitting information and videos are available on our website.
Always use the recommended Harvey Maria adhesive.
TILE SIZE & PACK COVERAGE
Design Series

Tile/Plank size
(cm) wxl

Pieces
per pack

Pack
Coverage

Check by Neisha Crosland

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sq m

Dovetail by Neisha Crosland

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sq m

Heritage Colours - Little Bricks

15.2 x 30.5

24

1.115 sq m

Heritage Colours - Squares

22.8 x 22.8

24

1.25 sq m

Northmore

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sqm

Lattice by Dee Hardwicke

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sq m

Parquet by Neisha Crosland

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sq m

Pattern by Dee Hardwicke

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sqm

Authentic Wood & Stone

Tile/Plank size
(cm) wxl

Pieces
per pack

Pack
Coverage

Organics Design

30.5 x 30.5

12

1.115 sq m

Organics Stone

30.5 x 45.7

16

2.23 sq m

Premium Wood Parquet

10.2 x 30.5

72

2.23 sq m

Premium Wood Plank

15.2 x 91.4

14

1.95 sq m
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SQUEAKY CLEAN
All Harvey Maria
collections are designed
for easy care, so regular
sweeping and mopping
in line with the advice on
our website is all it takes.
Don’t forget to order the
Harvey Maria FloorSpa
Care Kit with your new
floor, which includes
Scrub, Cleanse and Protect
solutions and will keep
the floor looking great for
years to come.

Design Series

4

How
to buy
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A

Order your free samples

B

Go to harveymaria.com to find your nearest
retailer or shop online

C

If you need any further advice on fitting, floor care
or to discuss your project in more detail, we’re
always here to help info@harveymaria.com or
+44 (0) 330 330 1231

